How does an animal conceal itself from visual detection by other animals? This review paper seeks to identify general principles that may apply in this broad area. It considers mechanisms of visual encoding, of grouping and object encoding, and of search. In most cases, the evidence base comes from studies of humans or species whose vision approximates to that of humans. The effort is hampered by a relatively sparse literature on visual function in natural environments and with complex foraging tasks. However, some general constraints emerge as being potentially powerful principles in understanding concealment—a ‘constraint’ here means a set of simplifying assumptions. Strategies that disrupt the unambiguous encoding of discontinuities of intensity (edges), and of other key visual attributes, such as motion, are key here. Similar strategies may also defeat grouping and object-encoding mechanisms. Finally, the paper considers how we may understand the processes of search for complex targets in complex scenes. The aim is to provide a number of pointers towards issues, which may be of assistance in understanding camouflage and concealment, particularly with reference to how visual systems can detect the shape of complex, concealed objects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Illumination and objects

The visual sense is very useful to many animals. It allows the detection and identification of distant objects. The properties of visual systems vary considerably between different animals (e.g. Walls 1942; Autrum et al. 1973; Weckstrom & Laughlin 1995; Bowmaker & Hunt 2006), but the main issues concern the directional sensitivity (acuity) of the system; the light levels under which it operates; the field of view, including any areas of binocular overlap; the extent to which specific features such as spectral or motion information are extracted from the visual environment; and the spatial and temporal characteristics of sampling the environment.

The key property of visual objects is the extent to which they modify the incident light. The spectrum and geometry of the incident light are modified by the media through which it is transmitted—usually air or water. It is also modified by reflections from surfaces. Scattering by fluids, and inter-reflections, typically introduce a diffuse component to the propagation of light; objects are therefore illuminated in a variety of ways. The rules governing these effects are necessarily complex, and best understood by the computer graphics community (Ward & Shakespeare 2004). However, some simple consequences of this aspect of the behaviour of light are given below.

(i) Material properties

These determine both the spectral composition of the diffuse component of reflected light and its intensity. For Lambertian (matte) surfaces, this component does not vary markedly with viewing angle. For the specular component of (glossy) surfaces, the intensity and spatial properties change markedly with viewing angle. The diffuse component is therefore the more stable property of a surface.

(ii) Intensity borders

The intensity of a surface is determined by its material composition. If the surface has a well-defined border, then the intensity at the border will be different from that of the immediate background. The detection of a border can therefore be robustly encoded by detecting a sudden change in intensity in the scene. The strategy of finding edges based on intensity changes is ubiquitous in computer vision, e.g. the edge detectors of Marr & Hildreth (1980) and Canny (1986).

(iii) Other kinds of border

There are two types of intensity edges that are not coincident with the edge of an object. The first is an illumination edge, commonly known as a shadow.
Shadows are dark, and to a first approximation modify only the intensity of the region which they fill. However, the spectral composition of this region will also vary if the directional component of the illumination is different from the diffuse component. This is the case with sunlight that has undergone Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere. Rayleigh scattering is a process in which short-wavelength light is more likely to be scattered by the atmosphere, resulting in blue sky. Since a shadow area receives illumination from the diffuse component of illumination which, in Rayleigh scattering terms, has an excess of short wavelengths, therefore shadows are rich in such short wavelengths. For humans, shadows are therefore both dark and blue; for animals with UV vision they are dark and UV coloured.

The second type of intensity edge that is non-coincident with the edge of an object is an internal marking. This may be coincident with an internal feature of the object, i.e. an object at a different scale—e.g. the abdomen of a moth. However, an intensity edge may also represent a change in reflectance without a change in the nature of the object. Such markings are commonly referred to as ‘texture’. One of the characteristics of visual textures (Julesz 1971) is that the exact position of the elements is not important. The grain of a piece of wood is a characteristic property of the wood, but the exact positions of the fine grain are not important. Rather, it is the statistical distribution of properties of the texture that is a characteristic feature of the object in question—thus, oak bark has a different texture to beech bark, even if the intensities and spectral properties of both barks are to be similar.

It becomes clear that the existence of these two types of illumination edges that are not coincident with object boundaries in the classical sense poses a problem for systems that detect objects simply by locating intensity edges. The artificial vision system proposed by Marr (1982), and implemented by an interdisciplinary team of researchers, became known as TINA. Early implementations of TINA (Porrill et al. 1988), based on the Cann edge detector, would fail in situations where there are strong shadows or textures. Such failures therefore provide pointers to situations which an animal may exploit to make simple identification difficult—high-contrast edges that are non-coincident with an object boundary, and which are not a texture in the classical sense of the term, cause difficulties for object segmentation systems.

(iv) Spectral information
We have already alluded to the fact that specular and diffuse reflection components, and also direct versus scattered illumination, have different spectral properties. By ‘spectral’, we refer to the wavelength composition of light. Light emanating from the Sun has a broad spectrum ranging from 300 to approximately 1000 nm. As weather and time of day change, the actions of Rayleigh and Mie scattering affect the spectral composition of both direct and diffuse light. Mie scattering is the process by which the sky surrounding the Sun appears to take on the Sun’s colour. Unlike Rayleigh scattering, this process does not favour short wavelengths. The variation in atmospheric colour due to these processes is primarily along an axis that, in primate vision, is in the yellow-blue direction (Lovell et al. 2005). This means that, as weather and time of day change, the main effect is to alter the balance of long-wavelength light energy to short-wavelength one (Finlayson & Funt 1994; Barnard et al. 1997; Lovell et al. 2005). This situation changes near sunset, when Mie scattering becomes increasingly important, and (in primate terms) the red–green balance changes dramatically. In human vision, this results in significant failures of ‘colour constancy’. Colour constancy is the principle by which a visual system may discount the spectral properties of illumination and encode the more important reflected colour. To give a simple example: a white wall will appear white to human observers under a wide variety of weather conditions. However, the same wall may appear pink from approximately 10 min before sunset. The period when spectral properties of light are changing rapidly therefore provides challenges for object-classification systems that rely on (say) the red–green balance remaining roughly constant as a function of weather conditions.

An important benefit of being able to sense spectral information lies in the ability to disambiguate illumination edges from object edges. If we assume that the spectral composition of a shadow is the same as that of a non-shadow area, then the identification of a shadow is facilitated by the observation that the spectral properties (colour) are the same on both sides of the shadow boundary. This assumption is violated if an object boundary coincides with a shadow boundary; however, this is difficult both to achieve and to maintain over time. If we assume that a shadow is both dark and rich in short wavelengths, then such a combination may lead to the robust identification of shadows (primarily in regions that have little cloud cover and in which shadows are therefore strongly blue/UV). There have been speculations that some insects detect shadows in this way (Steverding & Troschianko 2004).

In the same way as colour can be used to disambiguate shadows, it can also be used to augment the perceived uniformity of a region that is rich in texture-based intensity variation. Thus, tree bark varies considerably in intensity, but its spectral signature remains relatively constant. Also, owing to changes in lighting, a given object may not vary in intensity compared with its background—but it will often vary in colour. This is particularly true for fruits among foliage—a monochrome version of the scene fails to render the fruit visible, especially under ‘dappled’ lighting conditions. However, the spectra of edible fruit and leaves are readily distinguishable from their leafy background. This principle has been argued to have driven the development of primate trichromacy (Osorio & Vorobyev 1996; Regan et al. 2001; Parraga et al. 2002) and, therefore, provides an important constraint in object identification. We can summarize this, and the preceding point about texture, thus: if colour changes suddenly at a point in the scene, we can be relatively confident that this point coincides with an object boundary. If both colour and intensity change together, we can also be confident that an object boundary has been detected, unless the change is to a dark blue/UV colour associated with shadows.
(v) Change over time
The visual environment is often surprisingly static. A large object tends to have high mass, and high mass cannot be moved without a great expenditure of energy. Large objects therefore tend to remain stationary. However, lighter objects, such as foliage, can move as a result of wind and contact with moving animals. Such movement is stochastic in nature, and often does not result in a significant overall translational movement over time. The movement of leaves etc. is therefore a movement equivalent to a texture in which the statistical properties of a given portion of the scene are indicative of the likely cause. A movement-sensing system therefore requires low-level detectors of motion, which is a vector quantity, encoding both speed and direction. A scene segmentation based on motion will therefore often attempt to group component motions together with a ‘common fate’ principle in operation.

One consequence of the relative stability of the visual environment is that it can serve as an external memory for scene content. Most of the information in a scene remains stable over time courses of seconds, and often longer. This property of the world has been invoked to account for the ability to sample scenes in a stochastic manner, such as with eye movements in humans or with a partly random flight path in insects (Land & Nilsson 2001). If most of a scene does not change with time, the exact order of sampling information does not matter greatly; nor is there a need to generate a detailed internal model of the scene, since the same information remains available for a long time in the environment. However, if this assumption is violated, as would be particularly the case for animals moving in groups, and those operating in an environment of high change, such as moving water or airflow, one would expect the ‘external memory’ assumption of the world to be violated. This would be expected to result in either a larger stored memory component, or a more rapid, or more parallel, sampling of the environment.

(b) Summary and implications for camouflage
We have considered how evidence for a change in an object is made available by the behaviour of light. We have seen how spatial, temporal and spectral factors interplay in likely solutions to this problem. An object boundary may be detected by sensing an abrupt change in colour or intensity, but neither process is immune from errors. Such errors may arise from spurious boundaries caused by illumination changes or by internal structure in the object in question. Separate detectors may therefore be needed for such confounding cases—in particular, for detecting textures and shadows. It follows that any system that seeks to conceal its presence by making its body less clear as a detectable/recognizable object, may benefit from some, or all, of the following strategies:

— To make object boundaries hard to detect by making them similar in spectral content, and intensity, to the immediate likely background. Note that this similarity only needs to apply to sensing systems from which the animal wishes to remain concealed.
— To provide false evidence of boundaries being a texture or due to an illumination change.

— To introduce high-contrast internal detail that is more salient than the edge, and sufficiently random not to serve as an independent cue for an identification process.
— To mimic the movement (or its absence) of the immediate surroundings or for the movement to be sufficiently random (whole body, or parts of it) to disable common fate detectors.

We have outlined some constraints on object detection and recognition. We will now consider how research, primarily on human vision (or animals deemed to be similar to humans), has informed us about the likely operation of relevant mechanisms.

2. EDGE DETECTION PROCESSES: DISRUPTION AND CAMOUFLAGE
Identification of an object (or figure-ground processing) has two stages. First, there is a low-level process whereby individual neurons detect the locations, polarity and orientation of small edge segments; the neurons might be the simple cells in mammalian primary visual cortex, V1 (Hubel & Wiesel 1959, 1962). However, we shall show that V1 edge detectors are rather weak at the task compared with detectors proposed for computer vision (Marr & Hildreth 1980; Canny 1986). The second (higher-level) stage groups the local edge information (resolves border ownership), identifying those edges that belong to a single object and rejecting others that belong to the background (Lamme 1995; Grossberg et al. 1997).

In principle, the neurophysiological steps of edge detection and edge grouping might be exploited in two ways by a prey animal, making it less visible to predators. First, its coloration or markings might make the small edge segments difficult to discern, most obviously, if the animal’s body is of very similar colour and brightness as the background. Of course, ‘colour’ and ‘brightness’ depend upon mechanisms in the predator’s eyes that determine the range of light wavelengths that are visible to it. A prey animal must evolve to be invisible to its predator specifically. However, even if the animal is not of the same colour and brightness as the background, there are properties of V1 neurons that may be exploitable to make edge segments harder to discern.

A second way of exploiting the mechanisms of edge processing would be to disrupt the grouping of the small edge segments to form a coherent outline of a whole object. Even if most of the individual edge segments are visible, it might be possible to confuse the edge grouping processes by deleting some edge information, by distorting the location and polarity information about edges that are present, and by inserting misleading information about edges that are not actually present (Stevens & Cuthill 2006).

(a) ‘Edge detectors’ in V1
Each simple cell in V1 has a receptive field that occupies a small part of visual space, and typically consists of 2–5 parallel, elongated regions in which small spots of light have differing effects (see figure 1a,b). In alternating regions of the field, light causes excitation, while in
Changes continuously across the receptive field. (Changes gradually across the receptive field. (ii) Shows how the responsiveness of edge detector (i) will be best stimulated by a light–dark edge as shown, which exactly falls along the border between the strongest excitatory and inhibitory regions. The edge detector of (a) will be best stimulated by a light–dark edge as shown, which exactly falls along the border between the strongest excitatory and inhibitory regions. However, it will also respond weakly to an edge of reversed polarity that lies on the border between other receptive field regions (d). (e(i)) Shows the sharp luminance transition of the most effective edge, like that in (c) and (ii) shows how the responsiveness of edge detector (a) changes continuously across the receptive field. (f) The same edge detector will respond very weakly if the luminance changes gradually across the receptive field.

Figure 1. (a, b) Schematics of receptive fields of two V1 ‘edge detector’ neurons. Light falling in excitatory regions (pluses) increases the neuron’s firing rate, while light falling in the inhibitory region (minuses) will reduce firing. Conversely, darkness in the inhibitory region will increase firing. The grey symbols show that the outer flanking regions are weaker than the central pair. Simple cell receptive fields come in a great variety of spatial geometries. (i) The edge detector of (a) will be best stimulated by a light–dark edge as shown, which exactly falls along the border between the strongest excitatory and inhibitory regions. However, it will also respond weakly to an edge of reversed polarity that lies on the border between other receptive field regions (d). (e(i)) Shows the sharp luminance transition of the most effective edge, like that in (c) and (ii) shows how the responsiveness of edge detector (a) changes continuously across the receptive field. (f) The same edge detector will respond very weakly if the luminance changes gradually across the receptive field.

Multiple neurons, apparently signalling several parallel edges of different polarity. Moreover, edge detectors do not only detect features such as edges or line segments; they will respond to any feature that has any similarity to an edge, provided that the feature is intense enough (Maffei & Fiorentini 1973; Movshon et al. 1978; Jones & Palmer 1987; Smyth et al. 2003). Edge detectors devised for computer vision (Marr & Hildreth 1980; Canny 1986) include nonlinear processes unlike real neurons (Tolhurst & Dean 1987), to restrict responses only to frank edges and to prevent such ambiguities.

(b) Stopping edge detectors responding to edges

Different simple cells respond to different orientations and over different spatial scales (compare figure 1a,b). In practice, this means that neurons prefer sharp edges, with pronounced step changes in brightness across the border (figure 1e); they respond less well if brightness changes gradually between dark and bright areas (figure 1f). A potential disruptive coloration strategy would be to make one’s border edges ‘blurry’ by having graded pigmentation along the outline. Although to a first approximation, simple cells act as linear filters, there are a variety of nonlinear interactions among populations of V1 neurons (Carandini et al. 2005), which affect the way in which individual neurons respond to their best features, perhaps contributing towards resolution of border ownership (Lamme 1995, 2003; Zhou et al. 2000). One interaction is non-specific suppression (or contrast normalization); all the simple cells (with a whole range of different receptive field configurations) subserving a small part of the visual field drive an inhibitory pool, which feeds back to inhibit all the same simple cells (Bonds 1989; Heeger 1992; Tolhurst & Heeger 1997; and see Marr 1969). The functions of the inhibitory pool have been debated (Heeger 1992; Schwartz & Simoncelli 2001; Lauritzen & Tolhurst 2005) but, in the present context, non-specific suppression can act powerfully to suppress the response of one neuron to its best stimulus when other strong features are being detected by ‘rival’ simple cells whose receptive fields are in much the same part of the visual field; it has long been known that strong line stimuli, for instance, can make a weaker stimulus invisible (Tolhurst 1972; Weisstein & Bisaha 1972; Harmon & Julesz 1973).

Stimuli in the areas surrounding a simple cell’s receptive field may be antagonistic (Blakemore & Tobin 1972; Cavanaugh et al. 2002a,b). End inhibition is caused particularly by stimuli outside the field of the same orientation as those that excite the neuron when presented within the field (figure 2a); thus, a short edge confined to the receptive field might be excitatory, while a long edge extending beyond the field might not (Hubel & Wiesel 1965; Gilbert 1977). In fact, the orientation tuning of this surround inhibition is rather complex (Cavanaugh et al. 2002a,b), so that perpendicular stimuli can also suppress if they are presented to the sides of the receptive field rather than along its axis of elongation (figure 2b).

Thus, pigmentation making strong edges near to or perpendicular to the animal’s outline might suppress the information about the true outline, providing...
Many visual illusions include non-existent features (Cuthill et al. 2005). Disruptive information about non-coherent edges at erroneous locations and at erroneous orientations.

(c) Making edge detectors respond to non-existent features

Many visual illusions include illusory contours (figure 1a,b in supplementary materials); within a geometric figure, there may appear to be a shape or edges between bright and dark when, in truth, there are no such borders. Illusory contours can arise when sharply defined geometric shapes act typically as the ends or corners of non-existent lines or borders (figure 1c in the electronic supplementary material). Such geometric shapes might fool a predator’s visual system into believing that there are other edges in other locations or even that there are coherent objects that do not resemble the outline of prey. Illusory contours probably arise during border ownership resolution, rather than the initial stages of edge segment detection, but neurons even in V1 respond to illusory geometric figures as if the contours are really there (von der Heydt et al. 1984; Grosof et al. 1993; Mendola et al. 1999).

3. MOTION

(a) Encoding of motion

In primates and cats, neurons sensitive to motion arise as early as primary visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel 1959, 1962); in other species (for example rabbits and frogs) they may be found within retinal processing (Barlow et al. 1964; Finkelstein & Gruesser 1965). Such neurons are subject to the aperture problem (Adelson & Movshon 1982)—imagine drawing a straight line on a sheet of paper and then placing it under another piece of paper with a small hole cut in it. You can move the below piece of paper in many different directions to end up with what appears to be the translation of a line from one side of the hole to another. Any one velocity across the aperture can be the result of many different combinations of the speed and direction of the underlying sheet.

How then do we extract unambiguous object motion? There are two basic schemes, almost certainly complementary. First, imagine placing a line end in an aperture. When you move this around, the direction of motion is unambiguous. Therefore, if you have cells in primary visual cortex that respond not to straight contours but to line ends or corners, these cells can correctly indicate object motion. Such cells are termed end stop or hypercomplex (Hubel & Wiesel 1965; Gilbert 1977) and there is good evidence that they play an important part in motion perception (Pack et al. 2003). If outputs from such cells are to be used to determine object motion, they must constrain the perceived motion in parts of the object not characterized by corners or line ends.

The other complementary method of extracting object motion also necessitates the spatial integration of motion signals. The motion of a single straight contour is ambiguous. It can be caused by a range of possible velocities. However, the motion of a straight contour lying at a different angle may be caused by a different range of velocities. The velocity common to these two sets (the intersection of constraints) gives the true motion of the object (Adelson & Movshon 1982). It therefore seems clear that the spatial integration of motion signals plays a critical role in motion processing. In macaque, the extrastriate area middle temporal (MT), also termed V5, appears to be an area largely dedicated to motion processing. MT neurons appear to integrate inputs of motion sensitive cells from primary visual cortex and have receptive field sizes that are approximately an order of magnitude larger (Born & Bradley 2005). The existence of a human homologue of this area is well established (Zeki et al. 1991; Tootell et al. 1995).

The process of integrating separately moving areas of an object moving in depth into a single object is termed structure from motion; the process appears to be dependent on neural structures within the motion processing hierarchy from area MT upwards (Orban et al. 1999; Vanduffel et al. 2002). In many ways the use of motion information for detecting the presence of animals is an exercise in recovering structure from motion although, in this case, the motion of the animal will most likely consist of a variety of differently moving parts. The recognition of the natural motion of animals falls into the field of biological motion (Blake & Shiffrar 2007). Typically, this is studied by degrading the stimulus to a series of dots attached to various important points such as ankles, knees, pelvis, etc. When such a point-light walker is animated the agent and the nature of its motion are readily recognized (Johansson 1973; Ditchfield et al. 1996).

In initial accounts, the ability of humans to detect biological motion was taken as evidence for a special sensitivity to motion of this type (Hiris 2007). This view has recently been undermined by the finding that the addition of form to non-biological motion results in levels of performance similar to those found with biological motion (Hiris 2007). Human sensitivity to biological motion may well therefore reflect a general sensitivity to structured motion. On the other hand, the specific trajectories shown within biological motion.
stimuli appear to follow a certain form; a two-thirds power law relating their tangential velocities and local curvature (Ivanenko et al. 2002). Functional imaging has demonstrated that humans show a more widespread and stronger response to motion of this type than they do to other comparable motion (Dayan et al. 2007).

(b) Motion camouflage

Given the widespread sensitivity to motion, how can motion be camouflaged? There seems three manners in which this may occur: motion signal minimization (MSM); optic flow mimicry (OFM); and motion disruption (MD). Camouflage through MSM is associated with the prevention of low-level detectors indicating motion activity. Camouflage through OFM is associated with an attempt to mimic the background or surrounding motion so that (although the motion is detected) it does not provide a cue for segmentation. MD involves a breaking or misrepresentation of motion cues to distort the perception of that motion.

MSM can be split into two further subtypes. First, actually minimizing motion itself (and therefore the motion signal) and second, minimizing the motion signal created by any given motion. The former is probably the most obvious technique for camouflaging motion. It is used, for example, by predators trying to approach stationary prey and simply involves moving slowly. All things being equal, the most obvious approach trajectory will be directly towards the prey. When this is done, the only motion cue is one of the predator looming, a strategy that again minimizes the motion signalled by the predator to the prey. The minimization of the motion signal for a given motion depends on reducing the signal available to the motion processing system. For example, when settling on stripe patterns, cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) orient their bodies so that their major axis lies perpendicular to the stripes (Shohet et al. 2006). Shohet et al. suggest that this reduces motion signals created by the cuttlefish’s occlusion of the underlying pattern.

The term optic flow refers to the motion of elements relative to an observer moving through an environment. The basic concept underlying OFM is simple; a shadower wishing to hide itself from a translating shadowee moves in such a way that its motion is indistinguishable from the optic flow perceived by the shadowee (Srinivasan & Davey 1995). Note that the term shadowee refers to an agent wishing to hide its motion, while shadower refers to the agent from which the motion is hidden. Take a prey animal moving through an environment. If the predator simply heads straight towards the moving prey then, from the point of view of the latter, the predator will appear to both loom and to have a sideways component in its relative motion that will distinguish it from the background optical flow perceived by the prey. On the other hand, the predator can choose a fixed point in the environment and then approach its prey in such a way that the predator’s position always lies directly between its prey and that fixed point. In this case, the predator will (if we ignore looming) have the same optic flow component as the chosen fixed point from the point of view of the prey.

The strategy has been shown to be used by dragonflies (Mizutani et al. 2003) and hoverflies (Srinivasan & Davey 1995) and has been demonstrated to be an effective method for the camouflaging of approaches to human observers (Anderson & McOwan 2003a). The movement of the shadower can be viewed in terms of epochs where, at the start of each epoch, the shadower makes a decision about the direction and speed that they should move in. To successfully implement OFM, the shadower needs to be aware of (i) their current position with respect to the chosen fixed point, (ii) the current position of the shadowee and (iii) the motion of the shadowee. Recent work has shown that a simple neural network architecture relying on visual information available to the shadower can successfully implement OFM (Anderson & McOwan 2003b).

There have been a number of recent mathematical approaches to OFM; these can be split into two camps, one where the chosen fixed point is the start of the shadower’s motion (Glendinning 2004) and the other where the fixed point lies at infinity (Justh & Krishnaprasad 2006; Reddy et al. 2007). The difference between these can be made clear if one thinks of a line connecting shadower and shadowee. When the chosen point is at the start of the shadower’s motion, the shadower–shadowee line will always run through that chosen point, rotating about it as the shadowee moves through the environment. On the other hand, when the fixed point lies at infinity, then the shadower–shadowee line does not change its compass bearing; it has no rotational component.

The first of the above is clearly the best in terms of OFM as, when the shadower begins to move, there is no optic flow discontinuity. From the point of view of the shadowee, the shadower begins to loom. The infinity-point strategy would be ineffective against an obvious close background but would work well against, for example, sky. Additionally, the computational demands of the infinity-point strategy are probably less than those of any non-infinity-point (or real point) strategy as the position of the shadower in relation to its start point does not need to be calculated.

The infinity-point strategy might well therefore be the preferred choice with aerial predators, particularly, if they approach their prey from above. Indeed, Mizutani et al. (2003) show that dragonflies employ both real-point and infinity-point strategies. Recent evidence has shown that echolocating bats use what appears to be point at infinity approach when attempting to capture flying insects (Ghose et al. 2006). Ghose et al. characterize their approach trajectory as a constant absolute target direction strategy and show that it minimizes the time needed for the bats to intercept their prey. In terms of the present discussion, this finding is important because the bats are not clearly camouflaged; their approach can be identified by the noise they make as an intrinsic part of their echolocation. What might appear on the surface to be OFM is actually driven by other criteria. However, it is worth emphasizing that both hoverflies and dragonflies do appear to use real-point OFM as part of their behavioural repertoire (Srinivasan & Davey 1995; Mizutani et al. 2003).

MD involves the manipulation of contours and form to create a misperception of motion in the perceiver.
When an object is defined by high-contrast contours, its perceived direction of motion can be biased by the orientation of those stripes (Wuerger et al. 1996). This is basically a reflection of the aperture problem and reflects the influence within the motion integration process of mechanisms that signal motion orthogonal to contours. Whether or not MD is a motive for the striping patterns seen in many animals is moot. However, during the First World War, dazzle paint (called razzle–dazzle in the US) was applied to allied shipping in an attempt to reduce the toll from attacks by submarines.

Dazzle paint involved painting high-contrast striped coloured patterns on to shipping. Its primary purpose was to confuse the perceived motion of the ship in terms of both its speed and heading (Behrens 1999). Note that part of this was undoubtedly figural deception rather than motion deception; many dazzle paint schemes create the impression of a false bow. Misconstrual of a ship’s motion could prevent a submarine getting into a good attack position and misperception of target motion could reduce the effectiveness of any weapons targeted at the camouflaged vessel.

In conclusion, there are potentially a variety of ways in which motion can be camouflaged. This ranges from the obvious ‘move as little (or slowly) as possible’ to more complicated techniques where a shadower mimics the optic flow background from the shadowee’s point of view. Additionally, there are good theoretical reasons to think that the manipulation of configural information can create a misperception of an object’s or animal’s motion. A deliberate attempt to do this has been through the dazzle painting of ships; however, the British Admiralty, in a report towards the end of the First World War, noted that there was no evidence for dazzle painting’s effectiveness (Behrens 1999). The role of MD as a possible camouflage technique is therefore currently open to debate.

4. OBJECTS AND SHAPE
As indicated at the beginning of this paper, the main task of vision is to detect and identify objects in the environment. In the context of camouflage, animate objects are of primary interest. Animals are best identified by their shapes. Colour, texture or size does not uniquely identify an animal. Colour, texture and size are secondary in the sense that they allow fine discriminations of an object’s details, after the shape of the object has been recovered. In this treatment, shape is defined conventionally as those global geometrical properties of the object that are not affected by rigid motion and overall size scaling. Shape carries a lot of information about an object because it is ‘complex’ (Pizlo 2008).

An animal’s visual system is faced with the difficult problem of how to recognize a three-dimensional shape from incomplete two-dimensional retinal information. Our knowledge of three-dimensional shape perception is limited because it comes almost exclusively from the study of human subjects. A brief overview of the reconstruction, recognition and detection of three-dimensional shapes by humans will be presented next. It is followed by a discussion of the means available to animals that can be used to prevent the correct perception of their three-dimensional shape (camouflage).

(a) How three-dimensional shapes are perceived
There are at least three tasks related to the perception of three-dimensional shapes that the visual system may need to accomplish: (i) detection of the presence of a shape, (ii) recognition of a familiar shape, and (iii) reconstruction of a shape. Conventionally, shape reconstruction has been considered to be the most difficult of the three (Marr 1982). We will begin with (iii), shape ‘reconstruction’, because this task is the most fundamental. Note that in our approach, it is more appropriate to talk about three-dimensional shape ‘recovery’, than reconstruction because the term reconstruction as used by Marr refers to rebuilding three-dimensional shapes from local surface patches. Our term recovery emphasizes the fact that the percept of three-dimensional shapes is not built from its elements. Instead, the three-dimensional shape percept is formed by the application of abstract shape properties, such as symmetry. In this approach, shape recovery proves to be simple, requiring only relatively few computations, making it potentially effective with primitive, as well as sophisticated, vision systems. An approach to shape perception as ours should provide clues to the nature and effectiveness of visual camouflage throughout the animal kingdom.

(i) Shape recovery
According to Marr (1982), reconstruction of a three-dimensional shape from a two-dimensional image is computationally difficult because the information about depth has been lost in the projection from the three-dimensional space to the two-dimensional image. In this view, the visual system must try to collect additional images of the same three-dimensional shape by moving relative to the object and/or by using binocular stereo vision (Julesz 1971; Ullman 1979; Longuet-Higgins 1981). There is also another, easier way to recover the shapes of objects. Note that most (probably all) animals are symmetric (Thompson 1992). It was shown by one of us that using three-dimensional symmetry and three-dimensional compactness as constraints leads to accurate recovery of a three-dimensional shape from one of its two-dimensional images (Pizlo 2008; Sawada & Pizlo 2008; Li et al. in press). Three-dimensional compactness is defined as the ratio between object’s volume squared and its surface area cubed ($V^2/S^3$).

Now, consider an example of three-dimensional shape recovery using symmetry and maximum three-dimensional compactness constraints. Figure 2a (electronic supplementary material) is a two-dimensional image of a symmetric insect, a mantis. Figure 2b shows the main contours drawn by hand and superimposed on the image of the mantis. These contours were used for the three-dimensional shape recovery. The pairs of symmetric contours (lines) were marked by hand before the recovery. This two-dimensional shape was then used to produce a three-dimensional shape whose three-dimensional symmetry and three-dimensional compactness are maximal. Two views of the recovered three-dimensional shape are shown in
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recognition may involve affine or projective invariants planar parts (e.g. a moth sitting on the ground), if the object is almost planar, or has Biederman 1987; Basri & Ullman 1993; Pizlo & Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B. Recognition object will not be perceived (the object is camouflaged). If the figure-ground organization fails, the three-dimensional interpretation, and (iii) determining which contours provide the primary mechanisms underlying the use of camouflage.

Note that three-dimensional shape recovery does not require motion or binocular disparity. Three-dimensional shape recovery can be done reliably from a single two-dimensional image because all animals are symmetric. Note that the animal’s visual system has to find an object in the two-dimensional image before it can recover its three-dimensional shape. Finding objects in a two-dimensional image is called ‘figure-ground organization’. Specifically, figure-ground organization refers to (i) specifying two-dimensional contours that represent contours of the three-dimensional shape, (ii) determining which pairs of features are symmetric in the three-dimensional interpretation, and (iii) determining which contours are planar in the three-dimensional interpretation. If figure-ground organization fails, the three-dimensional object will not be perceived (the object is camouflaged).

(ii) Recognition
Recognition is, in principle, easier than three-dimensional recovery because recognition of a three-dimensional shape can be based on the characteristic parts of the shape. This is the main idea behind Biederman’s (1987) ‘recognition by components’ theory. In order to recognize a three-dimensional shape, the animal has to be familiar with the specific shape or, at least familiar with the category of shapes to which the specific shape belongs (cats, birds, etc.). This raises the obvious question of whether animals learn the shapes of important objects (prey, predators) or are born with this information?

Recognition of a three-dimensional shape could be done by matching three-dimensional shapes or their parts, stored in the memory, to the two-dimensional retinal image, or to the three-dimensional recovered shape. The former seems more direct, in the sense that it does not require three-dimensional shape recovery, so it is not surprising that several algorithms have been proposed for matching three-dimensional shapes with two-dimensional retinal images (Lowe 1985; Biederman 1987; Basri & Ullman 1993; Pizlo & Loubier 2000). If the object is almost planar, or has planar parts (e.g. a moth sitting on the ground), recognition may involve affine or projective invariants (Mundy & Zisserman 1992; Weiss 1993).

(iii) Detection
Detection of objects in two-dimensional images involves (i) detecting a feature not part of the background, (ii) identifying a region in the image representing an object, (iii) describing its contours (two-dimensional shape) and (iv) verifying that the two-dimensional shape is produced by an object. The first step involves visual search (see §5), in which some discontinuity of the background is detected. The discontinuity may be defined along any of a number of perceptual dimensions: lightness; colour; motion; depth; and texture. Note that visual search does not have to result in object identification (i.e. provide an answer to the ‘what’ question), but only in the location of something unusual (i.e. provide an answer to the ‘where’ question). Currently, it is commonly accepted that these two aspects of an object (its presence and location versus identity) are processed separately in the brain. There is, however, an ongoing discussion about the functional role of the anatomical pathways involved (i.e. of the dorsal versus ventral stream), as well as about the order of processing of these two aspects (i.e. detection before identification versus recursive computations in which identification may feedback to detection). The second and third steps (analysis of texture and contours) are described above. In the fourth step, the visual system verifies whether the two-dimensional shape is produced by a three-dimensional shape. How can this be done? If a three-dimensional object is symmetric, then the line segments connecting images of symmetric features are all parallel to one another in a two-dimensional orthographic image and, furthermore, their midpoints are not collinear. If the midpoints are collinear, the symmetric shape ‘out there’ is planar. The parallelism of several line segments in the two-dimensional retinal image should not be difficult to verify. This kind of computation is probably done in the early stages of the visual processing.

(b) How to make object recognition difficult
A three-dimensional shape will not be seen if any of the four steps enumerated above fails. First, if there is no sign of background discontinuity, the observer (prey or predator) will not allocate its attention to this part of the visual field. Once the attention is allocated, a distinctive region representing the object must be found. Otherwise, the object will not be seen. This can happen when an animal’s skin has a texture similar to that of the background. Even when a distinctive region is found, its two-dimensional shape may not be described adequately. This can happen when an animal’s skin has distinctive contours whose geometry is unrelated to the animal’s three-dimensional shape. The zebra’s stripes are a good example. Next, the three-dimensional shape may not be perceived as an object if the symmetry in the image indicates two-dimensional, rather than three-dimensional symmetry out there. For example, high-contrast texture and contours on the back of some frogs form two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional symmetric patterns because the frog’s back is approximately planar. The viewer may overlook the shape of the three-dimensional frog, if the viewer detects the two-dimensional symmetry of these patterns. Using symmetric coloration has major
benefits for camouflage. Symmetry is particularly effective for camouflage because its analysis takes time and resources. It takes time because symmetry is a spatially global feature. It does not ‘pop-out’. So, if a predator begins with an analysis of the symmetry of a cryptic pattern on the prey’s body, the prey may have time to escape.

All of the perceptual mechanisms described in this section operate in the human vision system, but it is not clear at the time of writing as to which, if any, other animals share these mechanisms. The fact that the camouflage widely used by animals can be explained in terms of a known human visual system’s mechanisms suggests that visual perceptions of animals are very similar to the humans.

5. VISUAL SEARCH: FEATURES ACROSS THE SCENE
(a) Search image and search target
Thus far, we have considered the function of simple neural units which can respond to changes in the optical array such as may be caused by edges of important objects. However, most natural environments contain other objects and textures which may not be important to the perceiver. For example, the perceiver may wish to locate an edible item located somewhere among (inedible) foliage. This simple, but ubiquitous, problem has been of fundamental importance in vision science. The problem is called ‘visual search’. A typical experiment investigates the perceiver’s ability to detect the presence of a ‘target’ among other elements called ‘distractors’. The participant has to signal whether the target is present or absent on a given trial. The dependent variables are usually the reaction time for a response, and the accuracy of the responses. Where the target is easy to find (e.g. a bright red item among green items), the response time is independent of the number of distractors and the search is said to be ‘efficient’. In an efficient search, it is not necessary to inspect each part of the image to find out whether the target is present. Alternatively, inefficient search results in increases of response time with increasing numbers of distractors. The latter search typically necessitates detailed inspection of several parts of the scene before a decision is reached. Efficient and inefficient searches are therefore distinguished by the slope of the function relating response time to number of items, called the ‘search slope’ (see below).

Before discussing visual search, it is necessary to distinguish the research domain of visual search from the concept of a ‘search image’ used by ecologists (see Tinbergen 1960 and Dawkins 1971 for a definition; but also see Lawrence & Allen 1983 for a useful clarification). Briefly, a search image is an internal representation of the prey species, or some characteristic of the prey, which is used to aid its detection. For cryptic species, this image may consist solely of the telltale cues that camouflage has failed to conceal. Other behavioural habits that might influence predation rates are specifically excluded; these include biases to specific locations and learning behaviours that might increase the likelihood of capturing particular prey (Dawkins 1971; Krebs 1973). The stated aim of visual search is to investigate attentional mechanisms underlying the detection of target items. It is an implicit assumption of this paradigm that the observer must have some internal representation of the visual characteristics of the target object, and some description of the physical properties that allow its selection from a background of different objects. One might conclude that the search image defined by ecologists must be equivalent to the internal representation of the target sought by participants in visual-search experiments.

Given the nature of the visual search task, such studies are likely to be relevant to our understanding of camouflage. The target may be defined by various features such as shape, colour, texture or movement, or in ‘conjunction’ search the target may be defined by combinations (figure 3b) of the aforementioned features (Treisman 1988). Distractors will vary in their similarity to the target. The number of distractors within a stimulus is generally manipulated in order that a search slope (ms per number of distractors) can be calculated (figure 3c). Interest has centred on search efficiency (e.g. Treisman & Gelade 1980), which in turn relies upon measurements of search slope. Initially, it was presumed that preattentional search must be based upon visual properties available in early visual processing areas, such as colour, luminance and orientation. However, later

Figure 3. Examples of visual search stimuli with typical results. (a) A single feature search where the target is the open circle and (b) a conjunctive search with the same target. Note that it is not sufficient to find the hollow object, nor a circular object. The target is defined by a conjunction of colour and shape. (c) Typical experimental results, where the reaction times increase as a function of the number of distractors for conjunctive search but not for single-feature search.
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studies have demonstrated that complex scene properties can also pop-out, for example targets with differences that can only be based on object properties, rather than low-level features such as lines and shading, can be detected with apparently pre-attentive levels of efficiency (Ramachandran 1988; Enns & Rensink 1990a, b). A high search slope (inefficient search) typically results when the scene contains more items that resemble the target. This is exactly the situation that camouflaged items are trying to achieve.

It is easy to see how studies of visual search should inform our understanding of camouflage; however, the majority of search studies have used very simple, synthetic stimuli with backgrounds consisting of punctate elements rather than a continuous, complex, visual environment (Wolfe 1994a). Targets and distractors tend to be capital letters or simple geometric shapes (e.g. Treisman 1988). In real-world environments, where organisms seek to camouflage themselves, the visual world is a continuous array of overlapping objects and textures (see Rosenholtz et al. 2007 for a useful summary of the differences between traditional visual search stimuli and real-world scenes). Traditionally, interest has centred upon search efficiency. The degree of efficiency of search is usually expressed as a search slope—defined as the increase in response time when one further distractor is added to the scene. Search slopes around zero indicate efficient search, whereas search slopes approximately 60 ms per item (in humans) indicate inefficient search. There is a continuum of search efficiencies between these two extremes. Increasing inefficiency is thought to result in a greater need to deploy attentional resources to various parts of the scene, resulting in a (partly) serial inspection strategy.

Apart from a few exceptions (notably, the feature congestion model, Rosenholtz et al. 2007), models that attempt to predict visual search speed tend to take the number of distractors as a known quantity (e.g. the Guided Search Model, Wolfe 1994b)—something that would be difficult to define in a natural scene.

Duncan & Humphreys (1989, 1992) formalized the effect of distractor–distractor heterogeneity upon vision search times. As heterogeneity increases, search times become slower, but only where the target bears some similarity to the background. How does this relate to camouflage? Essentially, camouflaged objects, i.e. objects that aim to look similar to their background, will be harder to find if the background itself is more heterogeneous; so if you are a moth trying to hide among leaves, then you would be better choosing a plant that has more variable leaves.

Figure 3 (electronic supplementary material) illustrates the search surface described by Duncan & Humphreys. It is evident that the search is the most difficult, i.e. the search-slope is the steepest, where (a) the target is similar to the distractors, and (b) the distractors are heterogeneous.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This review has concentrated on those optical and visual processes that appear to be central to an understanding of visual concealment, but which have rarely been considered in the literature on concealment. Key properties of the light environment, and its sensing by neural systems, suggest that the encoding of certain discontinuities (in pattern and motion, i.e. in space and time) is central to the encoding of complex scenes. Principles of grouping and pattern allow the two-dimensional retinal sampling to be translated into three-dimensional structures. Finally, these structures need to be found in complex, cluttered scenes. This last area is probably one in which least progress has been made to date. We have tried to indicate possible ways in which this could be understood, but the work in this area is least advanced.
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